


DEMOCRACY ON WHEELS?



PARTICIPATION  
Nightmare!

NIGHTMARE



Amplifying democracy by bridging political participation, digital campaigning 
platforms, and civic crowdfunding

CROWDVOCACY: THE COST OF PARTICIPATION





CITIZENS   PUBLIC 
BODIES Policymakers MAKERS

RESEARCHERS



WIDER PARTICIPATION



WILDER PARTICIPATION





We design open and 
inclusive participatory 
spaces across the 
physical and the digital 
to improve the impact of 
civic initiatives



a través de  
crowdfunding!

Our Legacy
Building impactful Open Source platforms



27 Cities 
5 regions 

10 Private entities 

Digital Democracy
Stimulating and sustaining direct democracy



Testing and validating effective means of 
incentivising progressive engagement





Gamification
Progressive engagement and priming

100
SUPPORTS

1.000
SUPPORTS

3.000
APOYOS

5.000
SUPPORTS

10.000
SUPPORTS

27.000
SUPPORTS





Decide Corner

Cesión de espacio  
del Ayuntamiento 

y tu kit para recoger firmas





Barcelona City Council 
&Opensource citizen’s
participation platform

Citizens
 proposals

The City Council
adopt & fund the project

Citizens funding their 
proposal on Goteo

Matchfunding

Success!

Crowdvocacy a Goteo + Decidim, Innovació democràtica

Civic crowdfunding is 
a powerful instrument 
for public 
participation and 
policy innovation, with 
many initiatives 
crossing boundaries 
between activism, 
advocacy, social 
entrepreneurship and 
social innovation



Beneficiaries of the Goteo platform

Association  
/ union Individual  

promoter COOP member
(Social) 

Entrepreneur
Third sector

Organized(+)

Moved 
by activism

Get funds 
is a “speech-act”

Individual

Organized (o not)

Driven 
by her project

Get funds 
is a need

SocEnt

Organized(+)

Motivated 
by the “Milestone”

Get funds 
is a “wager”

Professional

± Organized

Focused
in advancing

Get funds 
is a milestone



Matchfunders: Impact Multipliers

Europeana Foundation The Gipuzkoa 
Provincial Council

Matcher Toshiba

European Institution

Transversal(+)

Participatory
culture is crucial

Reinforce project 
 funds is 

a milestone

Regional Gov.

Structured

Moved by 
citizen participation

Funding is part 
of their mission/vision

Foundation

Private Entity

Moved by 
their mission 
in Education

Funding is a  
“community  

strengthener”

Brand oriented

Organized

Focus on their 
corporate social  

responsibility

Funding is  
a “media”



Whereas petition platforms and civic crowdfunding have 
different purposes, histories etc – they are playing different 
games, confront different challenges, but seen more widely 
they contribute to a shared culture” 



AWARNESS

ENGAGEMENT

EMPOWERMENT

CROWDVOCACY

CITIZENS
INFLUENCE IN
PUBLIC LIFE

CITIZENS
INVOLVEMENTCROWDVOCACY



Sindicat de Llogaters i Llogateres is a resident led organization that ran a crowdvocacy campaign on Goteo 
to raise funds to form a tenant union to protect their right to housing and fair rents in Barcelona.





https://en.goteo.org/project/sindicat-de-llogaters-i-llogateres 



https://beteve.cat/politica/comissio-urbanisme-reserva-habitatge-pr

The measure that is expected to 
allocate 30% of sheltered housing in 
new developments and large 
rehabilitations has passed the first 
process in the Urban Planning 
commission in 2018



The Gymnasium in Sant Pau is so much more than just a building. 
Located in Raval, Barcelona it represents years of struggle to create 
and maintain a full and diverse community in the face the pressure 
to gentrify within the popular tourist destination





In 2017 the citizen cooperative 
from the Sant Pau community 
dreamed bigger and launched an 
initiative on Decidim. Their 
initiative proposed reclaiming the 
surrounding block and building 
50 public and inclusive housing 
units.








